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ABOUT US
Our Faculty of Education sits at the centre of a number of
communities: students, professors, alumni, scientific researchers,
teachers, Indigenous communities, schools, and counselors. The
talents and insights that each of these communities lend to our
Faculty is the source of, and support for, the quality of work that
we do. From teacher education to kinesiology, from recreational
health to leadership, we are bound together by our shared belief
that people can make their lives better, and that we can work
alongside them to support this process. We invite you to learn
more about our Faculty, and potentially to join us.

OUR VALUES
We are a caring community of people who mentor and are mentored by others. We are committed to
creating and accepting a fully inclusive learning environment with deep respect for all forms of diversity. We
are committed to social justice and ethical practices as a way to promote professional integrity and nurture
our educational community. We embody engagement through our commitment and involvement in diverse
local and global communities of educational practice and research. We value opportunities for high-quality,
transformational learning and inquiry that strive for excellence.

OUR MISSION
The Faculty of Education serves diverse communities
by advancing knowledge, research and exemplary
practice.
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OUR AREAS OF STUDY AND UNITS
EXERCISE SCIENCE,
PHYSICAL & HEALTH
EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
& LEADERSHIP STUDIES
24 regular faculty & staff
130 undergraduate students
204 graduate students
55 new alumni

Educational
Psychology

25 regular faculty & staff
301 undergraduate students
84 graduate students
107 new alumni

Kinesiology
Recreation &
Health Education

Leadership

Counselling
Psychology

Physical Education
& Coaching

Teacher
Education

Indigenous
Education

INDIGENOUS
EDUCATION
9 regular faculty & staff
43 undergraduate students
17 graduate students
10 new alumni

Indigenous
Language
Revitalization

Curriculum
Studies

EAST KOOTENAY
TEACHER
EDUCATION
PROGRAM (EKTEP)
20 regular faculty & staff
41 undergraduate students
15 new alumni

CURRICULUM &
INSTRUCTION
41 regular faculty & staff
442 undergraduate students
224 graduate students
268 new alumni
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OUR PRIORITIES

LEARNING AND
TEACHING

INDIGENOUS
RESURGENCE

Our intention is to
continue developing
innovative and
responsive programs
by:

Our intention is
to foundationalise
Indigenous ways of
knowing, teaching, and
research by:

providing new services
and programs to the
campus community

decolonizing
methodologies, canons,
curriculum, pedagogy

supporting ongoing
faculty/staff learning

connecting to the land
and communities

offering experiential
and community based
learning

valuing diverse spaces
and ways of learning

enhancing learning
environments
facilitating diverse
opportunities for lifelong
learning

RESEARCH CAPACITY
AND CULTURE
Our intention is to
continue to support
robust research
programs by:
providing mentorship
and supporting graduate
students
seeking enhanced
funding for graduate
students
providing teaching and
research opportunities to
students
Our intention is to
maintain a culture that
values and supports
faculty research by:
balancing teaching and
research responsibilities
as well as providing
research support
infrastructure
recognizing,
communicating and
sharing faculty inquiry
valuing diversity of
methods, approaches,
methodologies, and
impact
increasing visibility,
recognition and supports
for research
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COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENTS

Our intention is to
support experiential
and community based
learning activities by:

Our intention is to
create a positive and
supportive work and
study environment by:

building, strengthening
and supporting
partnerships

valuing our leadership in
diversity

recognizing and
integrating community
experience and
knowledge
constructing and
sustaining trusting,
reciprocal
relationships
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building community
within our faculty
creating places and
spaces for connections
and wellness
recognizing our shared
responsibility
supporting respect and
collaboration
honouring diversity
through action

“

EDUCATION IS KEY
TO RECONCILIATION.
EDUCATION HAS
GOTTEN US INTO THIS
MESS, AND EDUCATION
WILL GET US OUT.

”

Senator Murray Sinclair
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MOMENTS IN 2018

Aishah Bakhtiar, Elizabeth Webster,
and Sarah Davis, PhD students in
Educational Psychology present at
the International Conference on
Motivation in Aarhus, Denmark.

JUL

AUG

Indigenous languages in Canada by
Onowa McIvor for CCUNESCO launches.
E. Paul Zehr presents Science & the Superhero in you.

SEP

Orange shirt day.
Indigenous Speaker Series with Kwakwaka'wakw poet and theatre artist Krystall
Cook.

OCT
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E. Paul Zehr presents Superheroes and senescence
from Batman to Captain America and Beyond.

Fall Convocation, 102 Education students
graduate.

Diversity teaching discussion & drop-in.

Queer in the classroom workshop.

Olav Krigolson presents Destination Mars: Using
neuroscience to improve the safety of
long-term space flight.

Indigenous Pedagogy: learn how to meaningfully weave the First People’s Principles of
Learning into the classroom with indigenous
artist Megan Jensen.

Shauneen Pete joins Indigenous Education as the
new Indigenous Resurgence Coordinator.
Donna McGhie-Richmond presents Inclusion in
Teacher Education Programs at the Inclusion in
School and Teacher Training Symposium in Hamburg.

NOV

Towards Indigenous Resurgence an informal
conversation circle facilitated by Shauneen Pete
for faculty and sessional instructors.
Grandmother’s Blanket ceremony as she
moves to the McLaurin main hallway.
Indigenous Speaker Series with rap band Paint
The Town Red.

DEC
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MOMENTS IN 2019

Dean Ralf St. Clair is reappointed
for three years.
Ideafest: Planting the future brings
Indigenous youth, secondary students
and UVic teachers-in-training to build a
shared understanding of reclamation
and reconciliation around food justice.

JAN

As part of the Indigenous Speaker Series,
Bernard Schissel
presents Education
and Cultural Genocide: Working to
Undo the Evils of
the Past.

FEB

The School in the
Cloud, a movie in part
sponsored by the
Faculty of Education, is
presented at the Victoria
Film Festival.

MAR

Using video in research: a series of
discussions is offered to faculty staff
and students to create engaging
research videos.
Weaving Connections AGES Connection brings all levels of Education
students together.

APR
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UVic Education Alumni & Friends
reception is held at the University of
British Columbia (UBC).
Spring Convocation for 363
Education students.
39th annual Art Education faculty
exhibition: Visual Inquiry:
Research through making.

MAY

Faculty of Education Recognition dinner. 10 awards are
presented by Alex and Nella
Nelson at the University Club.

JUN

Indigenous Education Summer
Institute. 20 days for 22 non-Indigenous teacher candidates to learn
how to incorporate Indigeneity into
their teaching.
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RESEARCHERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Donna McGhie-Richmond

Associate Professor - Educational Psychology and Leadership Studies (EPLS)
Dr. Donna McGhie-Richmond is a passionate advocate for inclusive education and
understanding and meeting the needs of children who challenge us. While inclusion
is the predominant policy in Canadian schools, considerable resistance to inclusion
remains. Positive attitudes are the most important factor governing the success of
students in inclusive classrooms and schools. She questions the role of teacher efficacy
and beliefs and how they inform what teachers do in their classrooms, and consequently
student learning outcomes, and effective support for teachers.

Helen Raptis

Associate Professor – Curriculum and Instruction (EDCI)
Dr. Helen Raptis studies educational history, specifically the intersection of minority
learners and school systems. She is examining Aboriginal children’s experiences in public
and on-reserve day schools, and their transitions to adulthood. Using archival and oral
history methods, Helen found that elders who attended on-reserve day schools (from
1900 to 1969) were better able to maintain their languages and cultures than their
offspring, who attended public schools after 1969. Helen’s research is contributing to a
fuller story of Indigenous education that extends beyond the residential school narrative.

Ryan Rhodes

Professor – Exercise Science, Physical and Health Education (EPHE)
Dr. Ryan Rhodes is researching ways to motivate people to be more active. He studies the
psychology of physical activity and sedentary behaviour. As an expert on the intentionbehavior gap, he studies how to link intention to action and physical activity. His research
has shown that over half of people who form good exercise intentions fails to follow
through. His research focuses on finding the ways to motivate people to become more
active and remove the intention-behavior gap. He also studies how people can develop
better levels of fitness and what that means for families and their lifestyles.

NEW FACULTY MEMBERS
Alison Shields

Assistant Professor – Curriculum and Instruction (EDCI)
Dr. Alison Shields is an artist and art educator whose current research examines studio
practices, arts-based and artistic research, artist residencies and painting. Her research took her
on a cross-Canada journey interviewing artists in their studios to examine painting as a way of
learning. The result of her research will be published in a chapter of Teaching Painting: Painting
the New, a book based on a symposium held at the Royal Academy of Arts, London in 2018.
In addition, she will be showing this artistic research, paintings of Canadian artists’ studios, in
an upcoming exhibition at McClure Gallery in Montreal entitled Studio as Portal.
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RESEARCH FUNDING (JULY 2018 TO JUNE 2019)

$3.25

28

MILLION

RESEARCHERS
FUNDED

IN RESEARCH FUNDING

Federal Research Agencies $2,625,583

Community Health Foundations $433,618

Provincial Health Authorities $58,597

Private Foundations $53,452

Provincial Governments $50,000

Industry Partners $30,000

BOOKS PUBLISHED IN 2018 BY OUR FACULTY MEMBERS

Michael Paskevicius

Assistant Professor – Curriculum and Instruction (EDCI)
Dr. Michael Paskevicius researches technology-mediated teaching and learning with a focus
on learning design, digital literacies, and supporting personal knowledge management. As an
advocate for openness in education, his research explores the integration of open source tools,
open educational resources, and the development of open educational practices. His current
research investigates how educators are integrating emerging technologies into the classroom
to support collaborative, creative, and personalized learning experiences with a goal of creating
curriculum to support new teachers in developing the competencies and confidence for
impactful technology integration.
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CONGRATULATIONS FACULTY & STAFF

Allyson Hadwin

Faculty of Education Award for
Excellence in Research 2018

Caren Willms

Faculty of Education Staff Excellence
Award 2019

Monica Prendergast

CACS 2018 Artists, Researchers and
Teachers SIG Publication Award

PJ Naylor

Faculty of Education Award for
Excellence in Research 2018

E. Paul Zehr

REACH Award for Excellence in Graduate
Student Supervision and Mentorship 2019

Tim Black

Veterans Ombudsman
Commendation 2018

Bruno de Oliveira Jayme
Faculty of Education Excellence in
Teaching Award 2019

Alison Shields

AERA special interest group
Dissertation of the Year Award

Christine Webster

PESA Connector Award 2019
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Marc Klimstra

Faculty of Education Excellence in
Teaching Award 2019

Darlene Clover
David Jones Award

Helen Raptis

Jeanne Clarke Memorial Local
History Award • Canadian Association
of Foundations of Education
Outstanding Advising and Mentoring
Award (2019)
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Deborah Begoray

McGraw Hill Distinguished Scholar
Award 2019

BEYOND AWARDS
The University of Victoria Faculty of Education continues to punch above its
weight, and a lot of it is down to the remarkable researchers featured here.
They continue to extend and deepen our knowledge and understanding,
and in doing so contribute in profound and significant ways to the quality
of human life. In addition to the work of these folks, there is an important
but less visible strand of work done in the community, with schools,
with governmental organisations and with charities. When this is taken
into account we end up with a portrait of a vibrant and deeply engaged
community of insightful scholars, bringing their expertise to the service of
the wider world.
Ralf St. Clair,
Dean of the Faculty of Education
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OUR STUDENTS
We served

We served

We served

1234

381

465

undergraduates

graduate students

new alumni

(full-time equivalents)

(full-time equivalents)

158

90

Co-op placements with employers

431

5

Teacher candidate practica in countries

247
Students hired by the Faculty of Education

© Carly Pearson
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
Mike Irvine

Mike Irvine (MEd ’15, BA ’11) first made waves after he defended his master’s thesis
underwater and streamed it live for the world to see. Fast forward to 2019, Irvine
continues to revolutionize education by using webcams to connect students directly
to natural life. He brings innovative and interactive learning opportunities to K-12
classrooms so students can watch and ask questions to on-site experts in real time.
Read more about Irvine’s EdTech start-up and livestream projects at www.Liveit.earth.
Photo: Natta Summerky.

Carson Sage

Kinesiology alumnus Carson Sage (MA ’18, BA ’15) is the founder of the Victoria chapter
of Cycling Without Age – a program that helps seniors enjoy nature and fresh air as
they are pedalled around the community in a rickshaw-like bike by volunteers. He
turned this project into a key component of his MA in Kinesiology. Read more on the
Victoria chapter of Cycling Without Age at cyclingwithoutage.ca/victoria/.

Petra-Ann Chalupnik

Since 2013, Petra-Ann (MEd ’19) has mentored four UVic teacher candidates at Tillicum
Elementary. She is among over 500 teacher mentors who have volunteered to open their
classrooms to 431 teacher candidates to do their practicum (teaching practice) this year.
Thanks to teacher mentors like Petra-Ann, our students get real life teaching experience
under the guidance of highly trusted and qualified teachers.

354

NEW UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI

111

NEW GRADUATE
ALUMNI

22,338
EDUCATION
ALUMNI TO DATE
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI OF THE YEAR
Alex Nelson (BA ’98) is a proud member of the Musgamagwx
Dzawada’enuwx First Nations in Kingcome Inlet. After
completing his degree in Leisure Studies at UVic, Nelson
launched his career with the Victoria Native Friendship Centre.
Inspired by his own life and sports, Nelson created programs
to help Indigenous youth, served as Executive Director of
Aboriginal Sports BC, and played a role in the creation of the
North American Indigenous Games in Victoria. Nelson uses what
he’s learned in the sports world to help youth develop deep
connections and a commitment to holistic health practices.
Nella Nelson (BEd ’79) is a Kwakwaka’wakw teacher, leader,
mentor, advocate, mother, and grandmother. Born within
the ‘Namgis Nation of Alert Bay, BC, Nella is a member of the
Tsawataineuk Nation at Kingcome Inlet. She graduated in
Education at UVic and became a teacher and counselor, then
District Coordinator for the Aboriginal Nations Education
Division.

Alex & Nella Nelson

Alex: Education Distinguished Alumni Award 2019
Nella: Library Distinguished Alumni Award 2019

For decades, Nella and Alex have opened their home to First
Nations youth from their communities. Their passion for
Indigenous culture, commitment to education, and dedication
to social justice exemplify UVic’s values of community
enrichment, innovative learning, and engaging leadership.

HONORARY DEGREES
Honorary degrees have been awarded at UVic since its inaugural convocation in 1964. An honorary degree in
Education (DEd) is the highest honour the university can bestow for distinguished achievement in Education.

Peter Moss

International expert in early childhood
education and the relationship between
employment, care and gender,
especially parental leave policies.

STOLȻEȽ John Elliott

Respected Elder and teacher from the
W̱JOȽEȽP Tsartlip First Nation whose
contributions to preserve and revitalize the
SENĆOŦEN language have and will positively
impact Indigenous learning and language
for generations to come.

Andy Lamb

Pioneering marine naturalist and tireless
educator who influenced thousands
of students through marine life
identification courses.
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CONGRATULATIONS STUDENTS

Cassandra Husband
Outstanding Graduate Student
Research Award 2019

Melissa Lyon

Deans’ Undergraduate Student
Service Award 2019

Regina Elizondo de la Fuente
BEd Secondary Teacher Ed. Maxwell A.
Cameron Memorial Award 2019

Breanna C. Lawrence
Outstanding Graduate Student
Research Award 2019

Kathryn Saunders

Faculty of Education Diversity in
Education Award 2019

Kristen Leech

CSEP/SCPE Undergraduate Student
Award 2019

Michael Paskevicius
Outstanding Graduate Student Research
Award 2019 • BCcampus Award for
Excellence in Open Education • 2019 Fred
Mulder GO-GN Awards

Dominique Rochefort

BEd Elementary Teacher Ed. Maxwell A.
Cameron Memorial Award 2019

Katelyn Jeffries

CSEP/SCPE Undergraduate Student
Award 2019
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Gradyn Bowd
President’s Cup and athlete of the year
2019

Becca Edwards

G. M. Dunlop Distinguished
Contribution Award from CAEP

Sarah Davis

AERA Graduate Student Research
Award 2019

Natalie Baillaut

Bethany Verwoerd

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Marie-Anne Dussault Gomez

Kaya Yoshida

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Marisa Harrington

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Ben Boyd

Kelsey Lloyd

Casandra Noble

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Jamie Cassels Undergraduate
Research Award

Jamie CasselsUndergraduate
Research Award
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GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
The Faculty of Education is highly engaged locally and worldwide. Our students, researchers and faculty
members maintained and created important connections with communities, partners and universities around
the world this year. Our Indigenous Language Revitalization programs have community partnerships with Nuuchah-nulth, Tahltan and WSANEC communities. Beyond British Columbia, 12 of our 158 Co-op students traveled

NEȾOLṈEW

NEȾOLṈEW - One Mind, One People is a research project lead by
Indigenous Education researcher Onowa McIvor in collaboration with
nine Indigenous communities and organizations across the country. It
is the first nation-wide research project in Canada focused on Indigenous language revitalization.

Universität Bielefeld
Helen Raptis collaborates with Michaela
Vogt at the Universität Bielefeld in Germany
to assist students looking for international
research opportunities.

EEG research
Neuroscientist Olav
Krigolson works with the
NASA Mars HISEAS
Habitat in Hawaii to
monitor the brain
activity of astonauts.

NATAL
Co-op & practica
Research
Partner institutions

Clinicians from NATAL in Tel
Aviv, Israel’s trauma centre for
victims of terror and war,
completed the first international delivery of COPE
(Couples Overcoming PTSD
Everyday), a program created
by Tim Black.
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to international locations and our 431 teacher candidates engaged in practica (teaching practices) in local school
districts 61, 62 and 63 as well as further up Vancouver Island and BC. Five of them travelled to other provinces and
22 to international locations.

UCC
In collaboration with the University College Copenhagen (UCC) in Denmark, students
have access to a short-term summer institute either held at UVic or in Copenhagen. This
year’s Diversity, Indigeneity, and Cultural Complexity institute was held at UCC. International teaching experiences are also offered to our teacher education students.

ECNU
The Faculty of Education has worked
with the East China Normal University
(ECNU) since 1980. Last year two faculty
spent a year in Shanghai working on
math education and building our
relationship further.

DUCE
We are hosting three
faculty from Dar es Salaam
University College of
Education (DUCE) in
Tanzania, to work on their
PhDs. Six UVic students
also spent three weeks in
Tanzania for a field
experience. There are
many areas of overlapping
interest between the
faculties, and we look
forward to developing it
further.

Griffith University
Todd Milford collaborates with
Griffith University in Queensland,
Australia on kindergarden
teachers’ preparation and inclusion.
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DONOR IMPACT
Over

$300,000
raised to support Faculty of Education students and programs in 2018.

347
Donor funded awards were given to/ received by
Faculty of Education undergraduate students for a
total of $454,964.

SALISH ART IN SCHOOLS
Inspired to bring Indigenous art to life in classrooms, local art
enthusiasts, George and Christiane Smyth, gifted Coast Salish art
prints to UVic’s Faculty of Education and Vancouver Island school
districts. PhD student, Sheila Karrow, worked with the Smyths on
a pilot project to mobilize these resources within the school districts and explore ways to further develop supporting material for
teachers to integrate the art into K-12 classrooms. Karrow discovered that Salish designs offer teachers cross-curricular opportunities including: STEM subjects, Salish History, totemic animals, food
gathering and hunting practices, narratives describing the origins
of all life including humans, and ways of living in community.

FROM DONOR
TO MENTOR
The Wendy M. Gedney Bursary in Elementary
Education is given in her name to students
of high academic standing, with preference
given to single parents, as Wendy herself was
a single mother while attending UVic.
Dominique Rochefort, the first recipient of the
Bursary, is a single parent, passionate about
helping children with special needs.
Wendy requested that her contact information be given to the recipient of the award. After exchanging a few emails, the pair decided
to meet face-to-face and Dominique ended
up finding both a mentor and a friend.
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Donor funded awards were given to Faculty
of Education graduate students for a total of
$80,761.

3 NEW
awards
•
•
•

Rita Irwin Scholarship in Art Education
Dr. Marion Porath Legacy Scholarship in
Education
Antony Legdon Education Award

GLOBAL IMPACT

CORE

Godwin Nnko is 1 of 4 PhD students who
received donor funding from the Millennium Futures Fund and the Dr. Jean Downie
Dey Memorial Award.

Over 100 children in Greater Victoria received inclusive learning support from UVic Education teachers-in-training this year
through CORE Club and CORE Mobile.

Godwin, Kassim Dadi, William Pastory and
Patrick Makokoro are researching strategies
to increase access to education and student-focused learning in their countries,
Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
Your gifts create vital impact here at UVic
and in global communities.
Thank you!

DOLLARS FOR
SCHOLARS
Over $10,000 raised in the 2019 Dollars for
Scholars Campaign! Thank you to all faculty,
staff, and community donors who came together to create 40 new emergency bursaries
for Education students in need. Special thanks
to Anne McLaughlin for providing matching
gift motivation to kick off the campaign!

Thank you to all faculty, staff, students, and community donors
who gifted $122,540 to support children with learning differences in our community.
Special thanks to The Gwyn Morgan and Patricia Trottier Foundation for your inspirational gift to extend CORE Club and
expand CORE Mobile services.
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Learning
and research
transform;
People,
professions, and
communities.

Education

PO Box 1700 STN CSC

T: 250-721-7877

adve@uvic.ca

Victoria, BC, V8W 2Y2

F: 250-472-5063

uvic.ca/education

Canada

@UVicEducation

